
STR IPED GLASS
-Made  by  us  to  you



WITH OUR STRIPED GLASSES
YOU CAN IMPLEMENT VERSATILE

INTERIOR DESIGN SOLUTIONS
 

Striped glass is ideal for shower and sauna

rooms, intermediate doors, glass walls and

glass sliding doors. Striped glass is also great

for public spaces, among other things 

as glass fixtures and furniture.

 



Grey

Clear Optiwhite

Bronze

Azur Green

Blue Dark Grey

There are 8 basic colors, ask for

special colors separately.

The melted textured glasses are made

by hand and then tempered. As a

result, the glass may have a slightly

uneven surface as well as a slight

curvature.

The difference between clear and

optiwhite glass is that clear glass

turns green at the edges, Optiwhite

does not (pictured below).

STR IPED GLASS  -HANDMADE

Melted striped glass is made by 

hand in our workshop in Kuopio.

The striping is vivid and rises clearly

from the surface of the glass, the

other side of the glass is smoother.

The shape of the strip comes of from

the surface of the glass approx. 3mm.



Grey

Clear Optiwhite

Bronze

Azur Green

Blue Dark Grey

STR IPED GLASS  -HANDMADE

Elegant patterning makes melted

textured glass a great choice for  every

aesthetic, from traditional to modern.

Our unique collection of striped glass

can add beauty, visual interest and

variable light and privacy control to your

design. 

With striped glass you can easily create

private spaces in offices, homes and

other  settings.

It is available in 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm and

10 mm thicknesses. Also as tempered

safety glass, so its suitable for various

different kind of glass door solutions.

Made according to your measurements,

max. height 2450 mm, max width 1450

mm. 



Grey

Clear Optiwhite

Bronze

Azur Green

Blue Dark Grey

STR IPED GLASS  -HANDMADE

If you want luxury in your

bathroom, why not update your

space with one of our striped

glasses? 

Melted striped glass is also

suitable for bathrooms and gives

privacy to the space, still letting

light flow through it.

Shower screens/walls are

available with different kind of

fixtures.

There is also a possibility to

sandblast the glass to give it a

more satin look to it.

By custom order, max. height

2450 mm, max width 1450 mm. 



MELTED STR IPED GLASS



MELTED STR IPED GLASS
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